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Liberals Waste Tax Dollars Forcing State to Defend Constitutional Laws 
   

Listen to the address here: http://legis.wisconsin.gov/eupdates/sen28/08.02.2018.mp3 

 

In 2010, Wisconsin voters overwhelming chose Republicans to lead the state, but time and again, 

liberals have wasted taxpayers dollars trying to obstruct the will of the people by using the courts to 

attempt to block lawful policies enacted by duly elected officials.  

 

Hi, I’m State Senator Dave Craig from Waukesha County with your Weekly Republican Radio Address.  

 

The bold reforms that Governor Walker and the Republican legislature put forward have resulted in 

over 8 billion dollars in taxpayer savings, more efficient government that doesn’t raid funds, a roaring 

business climate with record-low unemployment, and secure, fair elections – the results are clear. 

Wisconsin is headed in the right direction.  

 

But time after time, liberals have attempted to delay, disrupt, and dismantle nearly every important 

reform via activist judges; and you and I, the taxpayers, have had to pick up the tab.  

 

And the costs are staggering…  millions of dollars have been wasted defending our lawful reforms from 

partisan attacks.   

 

ACT 10, voter ID, right-to-work, and, on and on… These duly enacted laws were challenged by 

Democrats and bound up in liberal courts for years - some went all the way to the Supreme Court. But 

they have something in common, these reforms were upheld as lawful and constitutional, vindicating our 

efforts to put Wisconsin on a better path.  

 

Although the path to these wins has been rocky with court challenges, Republicans will continue to pass 

bold and Constitutional reforms which stand up to frivolous challenges, and more importantly, make a 

positive difference in the lives of those we are elected to serve.  

 

I am honored to be a part of the Wisconsin Comeback and remain committed to defending our laws and 

further improving our state. Republicans have forged a better path forward and we stand committed and 

ready to make our state even better! 
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